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“...to cultivate a taste for literature or furnish the mind with knowledge, but with a true philosophical spirit, looking
to the entire man, so as to develop his whole being — moral, social, and intellectual.”
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Brother Pres Hotchkis: Volunteer, Activist, Philanthropist
Billly Mack, California ‘06

A

s one of Alpha Delta Phi’s younger
members, I frequently find myself
amazed by the accomplishments of our
more senior members. In a recent conversation, fellow California alumnus
Bro. Dick Morrison, CAL’58, (a man
with many accomplishments of his
own) suggested I contact his brotherin-law, Bro. Pres Hotchkis, CAL’51. In
speaking with Pres and reading about
his decades of service of all kinds, I felt
compelled to share his story with the
brotherhood.
Bro. Hotchkis grew up in Los Angeles during the 1930s and 40s. In 1944, he
left California for the prestigious Exeter
Academy in New Hampshire. Relocating across the country was itself an eyeopening experience. “I had to travel by
train from Pasadena to Chicago, then to
Boston, and then to New Hampshire,”
he recalls. “It took five days and I met
and mixed with a number of WWII
servicemen and learned to play almost
every card game you can think of.” One
of just eight Californians at his high
school, Bro. Hotchkis did see himself
as something of an outsider amongst
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Because I have been very
fortunate, I have a desire
to give back to my state and
community more than I have
received.

Bro. Pres Hotchkis, CAL ’51, photographed with his wife Maurine in 2009.
the New Englanders. “Most of the 750
other students thought everything west
of the Mississippi River was still Indian
territory.”
His time at the academy paved the
way for a long, successful future back
in California. “By my senior year at
Exeter, I had received a first-class educational base and study discipline that
served me well all the way through Cal,”
he remembers fondly. “I also knew, after three years in the East, that I was a
true Californian and wanted to make
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California my permanent home.”
In 1947, he had to make the difficult
decision between California’s two premier universities: Cal and Stanford (a
struggle for many young students to
this day). Even then, the friendly rivalry between the schools was in full effect. “My grandfather, father and older
sister all went to Cal. When I was trying to make up my mind between Cal
and Stanford…I was told that ‘you went
Continued on Page 2
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Continued from Page 1
to Cal if you wanted a good college education, and Stanford if you wanted to
marry a rich girl.’”
In his freshman year, Bro. Hotchkis
joined Alpha Delta Phi. At the time, the
chapter was a staggering 75 members
strong, and heavily comprised of returning World War II veterans. “The
Alpha Delt house served as an indispensable base of instant friends and
mentors to help new students,” he says.
“I made some lifelong friends…and,
most importantly, met my wife of 59
years, Maurine Morrison.”
After graduation in 1951, Bro. Hotchkis entered the United States Air Force
with a commission as a second lieutenant in the midst of the Korean War. He
served for several years as an officer in
the Strategic Air Command from stations in Texas, Nebraska, New York
and England. Afterwards, he returned
to UC Berkeley to study law at Boalt
Hall.
For over 40 years, Bro. Hotchkis
oversaw a long-running ranching company based in Santa Barbara, California. However, they were forced to cease
ranching operations in the middle of the
century due to the urbanization efforts
of Los Angeles and Orange Counties.
This experience had a profound effect
on him. Besides shifting his role within
the company to real estate development
and investment, it also emboldened
him to begin a lifelong battle to protect
Americans’ private property rights.
Perhaps more impressive than his

professional achievements are Bro.
Hotchkis’ philanthropic ones. “Because
I have been very fortunate,” he says,
“[I have] a desire to give back to my
state and community more than I have
received.” All of his contributions are
too vast to list here, but over the years
he has served as a trustee of the UC
Berkeley Foundation and the Alumni
Association, as well as a member of the
Advisory Councils of both UC Berkeley Haas School of Business and Boalt
Hall School of Law. He has served on
the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce as Director and Vice President.
Drawing on his experience defending
private property rights, he has also
served as a trustee and Chairman of the
Pacific Legal Foundation, advocating
for less government intrusion into the
lives of individuals.
He is also the Chairman of the Rancho Los Alamitos Foundation. The
ranch has a rich history dating back to
500 AD. It was the home of the Tongva
Indian tribe, and later Spanish settlers.
At one time, the expanse measured
over 300,000 acres. Today, just 7 ½
acres remain. Bro. Hotchkis and his fellow trustees are working to restore the
ranch and preserve it for future generations.
Bro. Hotchkis is a man who does
not merely extol the highest virtues of
our fraternity, but embodies them. His
resume of volunteerism and philanthropy is much too long to print here. I
feel very fortunate to have had the opportunity to speak with him and share
his story.
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Minnesota Chapter Celebrates 119 Founding Aniversary
th

Steve Ehrfurth, Minnesota ‘06

E

ach year brothers from
around the country gather at the Minneapolis Club,
a historic private club in the
center of downtown Minneapolis to celebrate a shared
interest: being a member of
the Minnesota Chapter. This
year was no different.
The Annual Founder’s
Day event was held in February to commemorate the
achievements of the past year
such as being awarded the EO
Blackman Award for Chapter
Excellence and the Order of
the Sword and Spear.
The event, held every
year since the founding of
the chapter in 1892, coincides
with the 119th anniversary
of the Minnesota Chapter at
the University of Minnesota.
Even though the weather

William Galbraith, MINN ‘87, Samuel Eells, Jr., WMS ‘57, and
Pete Kuechle, MINN ‘90 in the chapter house after dinner.
quickly turned from balmy
(for February in Minnesota)
to blizzard-like conditions
overnight, the event was a
huge success for both alumni
and undergraduates.
This year’s event was

special. Over 120 alumni and
undergraduates (the largest
gathering on record) were
joined by members of the
Board of Governors as well as
the staff from the International office. But the real guest of

honor was Bro. Samuel Eells,
Jr., WMS ’57 who surprised
most in attendance by giving
a moving keynote address
about higher education and
our constantly evolving techsavy culture.
The other, more light hearted, keynote address was given
by Bro. Steve Starnes, HAM
’80, President of The Alpha
Delta Phi International.
Following the event, an
open house social was held
at the chapter house where
alumni
brothers
relived
old memories and met new
friends in the place we called
home for most of college
years.
On behalf of all the Minnesota Alpha Delts, I would like
to thank the BoG and staff for
making the trip to the Land of
10,000 Lakes and braving the
uncertain wintery conditions.

The Washington Chapter Celebrates Centennial with History, Songs & Comedy
Reprinted from the Washington
Chapter’s e-newsletter

A

fter the fall initiation ceremony,
on November 20, 2010, a nearcapacity crowd of 149 people gathered
at Conibear Shellhouse to celebrate the
Centennial anniversary of the WASH
Brotherhood. Attendees included the
WASH undergrads, alumni and spouses, several guests from Alpha Delta Phi
International, and guests from the British Columbia Chapter.
The event was a fitting tribute to
the WASH Brotherhood’s history, traditional love of song, and unique commitment to Alpha Delta Phi’s literary tradition. Images from the WASH
Brotherhood’s 100-year history were
displayed throughout the venue. A
slideshow of more 300 images was
displayed during the event; each table
had a centerpiece that honored a notable WASH alumnus; and each guest
received a commemorative CD that included images of the WASH Brother-

hood, fraternity songs, a special-edition song book, and the Chapter history
manual. During the dinner program,
an ensemble of alumni from the 1950s
and 1980s sang Fraternity songs, then
Bro. Bob Ranzenbach, WASH ‘59 gave
a keynote address that summarized the
WASH Brotherhood’s storied history,
and then Bro. Todd Flynn, WASH ‘89
recognized the undergraduate award
winners.
The grand finale was a “literary presentation” given by three popular Seattle comedians and UW alumni: Dave
Crowe, WASH ‘89 is the only comedian
to have won both the Seattle International Comedy Competition and the
San Francisco International Comedy
Competition. He has opened for President Clinton at the Paramount Theater,
he hosts the annual Laugh Lover’s Ball
in Seattle, and he has an hour-long special on Showtime, Crooked Finger. Bill
Radke is a well-known Seattle comedian and columnist, and he is the morning host on a local Seattle radio station,

Three generations of Washington Holts.
KIRO FM 97.3. John Keister is a Seattle
comedy icon, and he hosted the EmmyAward-winning Almost Live! The comedic trio performed for more than an
hour, showed no mercy, and left all in
tears from laughter.
Photographer Sarah Glazer documented the event, and a limited subset
of Sarah’s photos is available on the
Washington Chapter’s Flickr page.
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All Alpha Delta Phi Brothers are invited to the

179th Convention of The Alpha Delta Phi
August 11-14, 2011 | Illinois Chapter | Champaign, Illinois
see www.AlphaDeltaPhi.org
or contact Terrie Eastmade
at 847-965-1832
for more information

Memorial Scholarship Chairman, Bro.
Dale Sartor, CAL ’74, presents outgoing
president Bro. Jason Beyers, CAL ’11, with
a special award recognizing his years of
contribution to the CAL Chapter.

Financing the
Future: The
California Memorial
Foundation
Billy Mack, California ‘06

F

ollowing World War II, alumni of
the California Chapter established
the Memorial Foundation, a scholarship fund dedicated to the memory of
our brothers who fought and died in the
defense of our country. The purpose of
the foundation was to ensure that future
generations of brothers would be able to
afford a UC Berkeley education.
Thanks to prudent leadership and
investment by brothers like current
Chairman Bro. Dale Sartor, CAL ’74, the
Memorial Foundation has accrued an
endowment of nearly $1 million. Scholarships are awarded to undergraduates of
the California Chapter twice a year based
on financial need, academic achievement,
and service to their house and community. In 2010 alone, the Foundation presented brothers with over $40,000 in
scholarships.
On February 2, 2011, scholarships
were awarded to the brothers during the
biannual Memorial Scholarship Banquet
at the UC Berkeley Men’s Faculty Club.
Brothers from every decade dating back
to the 1940s were in attendance to show
their support for the undergraduates.

Chapter Recruitment – Spring 2011
Chapter
Adelpho
Arizona State
British Columbia
California
Chicago
Connecticut
Cornell
Davis
Florida State
Hamilton
Illinois
Indiana
Johns Hopkins
Kenyon
Lambda Phi
Massachusetts

Spring

Total#

3
8
n/a
5
8
11
21
13
7
14
4
12
24
12
3
2

6
8
21
13
13
17
21
13
25
14
11
12
30
12
21
5

Chapter
Memorial
Miami
Middlesex
Minnesota
Nittany
Nu Epsilon Zeta
Peninsular
Phi Alpha
Phi Kappa
Rochester
Toronto
Union
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
Yale

(Total: 519)
Spring

Total #

3
10
8
2
3
n/a
5
23
7
13
n/a
10
5
7
3
n/a

9
37
12
12
8
7
18
23
24
13
6
10
25
32
3
22

Bro. Stephen Steinberg HAM‘66 Establishes
$1 Million Scholarship Endowment
Reprinted from the The Hamilton Alpha
Delt, Fall 2010

Y

ou may have already read the news
about the $1 million scholarship endowment on the Hamilton College website, but did you realize that it was our
very own Bro. Stephen Steinberg, H’66,
of Alpha Delta Phi who made the donation? For years, Bro. Steinberg has been
a generous supporter of the chapter and
Hamilton College. This year, his support
has resulted in the creation of the Steinberg-Lalli Scholarship Fund, an attempt
to bolster Hamilton College’s new “needblind initiative.” Graduates from the
Acton and Boxborough Regional High
School, Massachusetts (near Steinberg’s
own home) who are accepted to Hamilton
College will be given first consideration.
While not a scholarship recipient himself

when at Hamilton, Steinberg remembered washing dishes at the Eells house
in exchange for meals.
In college, Steinberg was a history
major and a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
in addition to an Alpha Delta Phi brother.
After graduating, he earned an MPA from
Harvard and a law degree from the University of Pennsylvania. He has spent the
majority of his business career in the Acton, Massachusetts area. In conjunction
with his long time friend and business
partner, Joseph Lalli, Steinberg created
the Steinberg-Lalli Charitable Foundation. The foundation, which is funding
the Steinberg-Lalli Scholarship, was established a year before Lalli’s death, and
was always intended to provide opportunities for those in need. Steinberg has
founded the scholarship endowment this
year in Lalli’s honor.
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The Literature of The Alpha Delta Phi
PReview: World’s Finest Beach: A Brief History of Jacksonville Beaches
Author: Donald J. Marby, K ’63

B

ro. Donald J. Marby, K ’63
has recently published
his most recent book World’s
Finest Beach: A Brief History
of the Jacksonville Beaches, detailing the wondrous
evolution of the beachfront
where he grew up. Bro. Marby affectionately chronicles
the Jacksonville coastline’s
ascent from a nineteenth century summer destination for
the well-to-do into the bustling hub of tourist, mining,
industrial and naval activity
it is today.
Bro. Marby is a profes-

sor emeritus of history at the
Mississippi State University
where he served from 1970
until 2003. He filled many
important roles at the university, including Associate
Dean, Director of the Institute
for Humanities, and Director
of the Biological and Physical Sciences Institute. Bro.
Marby’s innovative Historical Text Archive became historians’ first online storage
system, and has received over
50 awards. In 2010, he was
named Historian Emeritus of
the Beaches Area Historical
Society in Jacksonville Beach.
-Bro. Billy Mack, CAL ‘06

Review:
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The Year
that Changed
the World: The
Untold Story
Behind the Fall of
the Berlin Wall

Review: Do More Faster: TechStars Lessons to Accelerate Your Startup

Author: Michael Meyer, HAM’74

Author: Brad Feld, ΛΦ’87

s Newsweek’s bureau
chief for Germany and
Eastern Europe from 1988 to
1992, the author witnessed
firsthand the crumbling of
communism and the ultimate
collapse of the Soviet Union.
In this wide-ranging
study, Bro Meyer points to
factors often underestimated,
when not actually ignored,
that led to communism’s collapse. They include domestic resistance movements in
Eastern Europe that chipped
away at the Soviet empire in
addition to Premier Mikhail
Gorbachev’s attempts at internal reform.
Ultimately, those pressures led to the tearing down
of the Berlin Wall in 1989. In
fast-paced fashion, the authors sets the stage for that
watershed event and dramatically recounts its unfolding. It
is a compelling story compellingly told.
—From Hamilton Chapter
newsletter

I

t is a cold, hard fact of business life that most startups
fail. Even many of those entrepreneurs who ultimately
succeed have stories of personal challenges, unsuccessful companies, and difficulties
along the way.
The founders of TechStars, a mentorship-driven
startup accelerator, have
worked with entrepreneurs
and companies over the past
twenty-five years, and have
seen a number of the same
issues come up again and
again.
In Do More Faster, the
founders of TechStars identify the key issues that firsttime entrepreneurs encounter, and offer proven advice
from successful entrepreneurs who have worked with
the TechStars program.
The authors organize the
most critical issues into seven themes: Idea and Vision,

People, Execution, Product, Fundraising, Legal and
Structure, and Work and Life
Balance.
Many of the examples are
personal experiences from
the entrepreneurs themselves, integrated into a cohesive narrative—while at
the same time able to stand
on their own. Throughout the
book, they debunk numerous
myths about startups and reveal some surprising truths.

They explain, for instance, that the core of a
startup is not always a
world-changing and earthshattering idea—in fact, it is
often the case that successful startups started out doing something else.
They also underscore the
efficiency of execution: great
entrepreneurs know how to
synthesize data, make a decision about the path they
are going down, and execute.
And they offer some alternatives to traditional ways of
raising money, while stressing that you shouldn’t start
with the assumption that
you need to raise money.
Mastering the seven
themes may not ensure success, but understanding the
issues, reading the stories,
and getting advice pertaining
to these issues will increase
your chances dramatically.
And if nothing else, you’ll
realize that you aren’t alone
in facing these challenges.

A
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Notes from our Chapters

Each chapter has provided us a report on their status and achievements this year.
Adelpho (Chapman)
Adelpho rushed and interviewed more potentials
than in recent years and
brought back its bi-annual
philanthropy Picklefest. Bro.
Adam Brown won a composition prize and had a piano
piece performed by a worldrenowned pianist. Our recent
retreat to Joshua Tree National Park was a resounding
success.
Arizona State
The ASU Affiliate held
a BBQ hosted by Bro. Alex
King. They are working on
solidifying themselves on
campus and coming together
as a chapter. This spring they
plan on finding the last few
founding brothers. They are
looking for a house and eagerly await initiation in March as
well as their upcoming trip to
the Adelpho Chapter.
British Columbia
The British Columbia
Chapter has recruited 21 new
pledges this spring. Last fall
they hosted the annual Car
Smash to raise money for Literacy BC and the UBC Hospital. In February they volunteered at the Variety telethon.
They were also awarded the
UBC Triple Crown—the first
fraternity to earn this distinction at UBC.
California
The California Chapter
finished out the year with 13
new brothers taking a swim
at 2422 Prospect Street. Efforts to improve the chapter
house continue with a completely renovated dining
room table and new facilities
in the library for studying.

A car smash philanthropy
event will soon cover Lower
Sproul.
Chicago
The Chicago Chapter initiated 5 new brothers last fall.
Bro. Kris Alden, CHI '91 gave
a literary presentation at our
house to the brothers and
alumni on November 4th. His
lecture was titled "Orthopedic
Surgery in a Crisis: Haitian
Earthquake Response".
Connecticut
Connecticut has completed
another successful recruitment season. This semester
they have several philanthropy events scheduled, including
the Huskython and Dodging
for Dollars, to raise money for
the St. Jude Children’s Hospital and the Special Olympics.
Cornell
Cornell Chapter finished
an excellent rush week and
is excited for the coming semester's large and dynamic
pledge class. Last year we
participated in numerous
philanthropic events, including Pakistani Flood Relief and
Hands for Haiti concerts, raising thousands of dollars. The
future looks bright for the Phi,
Xaipe.
Florida State
This Spring rush, the
Florida State Affiliate Chapter recruited 7 pledges. Since
2009, our membership base
has grown to 42 brothers. Our
main philanthropy this semester is Dance Marathon, which
has raised over 2.6 million dollars for the Children’s Miracle
Network at Shands Children’s
Hospital over the past 16 years.

Hamilton
The Hamilton Chapter had
a solid rush this year culminating in a class of 14 pledges
that represents several countries and varsity sports programs. We are looking forward to a new literary event
this semester in conjunction
with the Alexander Hamilton
Institute. The Hamilton Chapter currently has an unprecedented three brothers serving
in leadership positions in the
Hamilton College Student Assembly.
Illinois
This year the Illinois Chapter has initiated 7 outstanding
new brothers and we look to
significantly add to that total
in the spring. They also raised
over $3100 for the Champaign
Crisis Nursery. They have
been working hard to improve
the house and look forward to
carrying the momentum into
2011.
Indiana
The twelve founders of the
Indiana Affiliate were initiated
just a year ago, and since then
have been working to further
establish the organization,
all while maintaining a focus
on recruitment—both of new
members (7 for Fall ‘10) and
of alumni brothers willing to
“adopt” the Affiliate and help
out.
Johns Hopkins
This past semester the
Johns Hopkins Chapter held
its first ever Fall recruiting
program and initiated 6 new
Alpha Delts. The JHU brothers also won the intramural
flag football league, placed 2nd
in the campus wide “Greek

Weekend” competition, and 7
distinguished brothers earned
academic all-conference honors as part of the varsity football team.
Kenyon
The Kenyon College Chapter has become the largest fraternity on campus and boasts
the highest semester and cumulative GPAs. This summer,
they donated $400 to a Vietnamese school to purchase a
water filtration system. Currently the chapter is working
to establish an annual charity wing-eating competition
to benefit the local battered
women’s shelter.
Lambda Phi (MIT)
The Lambda Phi Chapter
recently initiated 18 new brothers as the pledge class of 2014,
the second largest pledge class
in the history of the chapter.
Recently, they hosted a Faculty Dinner with MIT President
Dr. Susan Hockfield.
Massachusetts
The Massachusetts Chapter welcomed three new members into the brotherhood last
semester and currently have
two undergoing the education process. We are currently
raising money for children
with cancer for St. Baldrick’s
Day and hope to reach $1000
dollars raised. Our first annual Massachusetts Green and
White Golf Classic will take
place this summer.
Memorial (McGill)
Memorial is on track for
another successful year. They
have decided to increase their
athletic involvement on campus by introducing four new
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teams, including a (now legendary) broomball team. In
terms of philanthropy, they
raised a record $5000+ at our
annual Poppy Drive in support of The Royal Canadian
Legion.
Miami
The Alpha Delta Phi, Miami Chapter, has had much
success so far in the 2010-2011
school year, especially in regards to recruitment. We had
more than 130 men coming
through our house and offered
30 bids, 27 of which were accepted.
Minnesota
This fall, Minnesota initiated 10 new members. They
regularly hold lecture nights
and have started an annual
book drive, donating 1,100
books this year alone. Currently, they are participating
in intramural sports, the Relay
for Life, IFC philanthropies
and the university’s Spring
Jam celebration.
Middlesex
Middlesex is fund raising
for Relay for Life, as well as
meeting with the Dean about
strengthening the relationship between the administration and Greek organizations.
Their semi-annual literary
event, George Washington
Night, remains a strong tradition linking us to our alumni
society. Bro. Jason Henry
Simon-Bierenbaum was selected to represent Brandeis
at the 2011 Greater Boston Undergraduate Collegiate Poetry
Festival.
Nittany (Penn State)
Nittany was able to recruit
4 new brothers, all great additions to the chapter. They
continue to be an active member in the world’s largest student run philanthropy THON,

7
ing with sororities to clean the
neighbourhood.
Hopefully
Spring rush is also successful and this positive growth is
sustained.

The British Columbia Chapter with its Triple Crown Banner and some
Alpha Delta Girls at the annual Formal Rush. Max McLaughlin BC’10
which benefits children with
cancer. They also continue to
host a successful literary night
every semester.
Nu Epsilon Zeta (Northeastern)
Nu Epsilon Zeta initiated
7 talented brothers this fall.
They helped us raise over
$4000 for different charities,
including $3000 during its annual 5k to prevent child abuse
in America. This semester
they will participate in Relay
for Life at Northeastern, as
well an annual soccer tournament to raise money for Cystic
Fibrosis research.
Peninsular (Michigan)
Peninsular recruited over
13 new members and are very
excited for the contributions
they will make. They participated in two successful philanthropy events this year. Plans
for improving the outside of
the house are underway, including a volleyball court and
fencing
Phi Alpha
First semester, two of our
brothers held an acoustic guitar concert to raise money for
RAINN, the nation’s largest
woman’s charity. Our chapter
is currently in the midst of an
aggressive recruitment period

that will result in a strong class
of new brothers to sustain our
excellence into the future.
Phi Kappa (Trinity)
Phi Kappa recently initaited 17 new brothers and look
forward to their contribution
in the Alpha Delta Phi. This
spring, they plan to bring back
their annual essay competition. They are looking forward
to the upcoming semester and
continuing the tradition of the
Alpha Delta Phi.
Rochester
This fall Rochester hosted
Fratboys & Poets, an openmic poetry event every other
Wednesday. They also published the Burning Ember
during our Alumni Weekend.
Their recruitment numbers
are up again this semester.
This spring, they will hold a
book drive to support of a local high school.
Toronto
Fall Rush last semester
saw 6 new Brothers joining
the Fraternity. Furthermore,
the Chapter has re-established itself as an important
part of the community, with
weekly volunteering, monthly charity events with disadvantaged children, and work-

Union
This fall Union initiated 10
new brothers. They plan to
have the mayor of Schenectady
speak to their house about
how they can better help the
community, as well as share
what he and President Obama
spoke about. In addition,
brothers of our house have
created the best musical band
on campus.
Virginia
Virginia had 30 rushees
originally come out to open
house and ultimately recruited 5 new members. Thanks to
the continuing efforts of the
brothers and alumni, rush has
been very successful. They
will soon reapply for the IFC,
in which their recognition
seems promising.
Washington
The Washington chapter recently acquired 25 new
members, practically doubling
the size of our house. Many
brothers recently took part
in a fun filled trip to Whistler
weekend. They are looking to
host a benefit concert in the
spring, as well as an Alumni
associated "casino night" or
silent auction.
Yale
This fall, Yale installed a
new deck on the back of the
house and renovated all their
bathrooms. ADPhi has become
the social hub on campus. With
the KKG sorority, they raised
over $800 for Injured Marine
Veterans. ADPhi bought toys
for local neighborhood kids in
the athletic department's Toys
for Tots fundraiser during
Christmas.

n
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A Surprise Encounter with Alpha Delta Phi History
An Alpha Delta Phi House without a chapter, without a college in upstate New York
John Tuttle, Cornell ‘81

I

was driving around the
Lake George (NY) area
when my partner, Mary Beth,
suggested we go to a “Mansion” on the lake to check out
the property (which is now a
Hotel / Restaurant with adjacent townhouses).
It was a chilly Fall day and
the Lounge was just opening
for business, so the bartender offered to seat us outside
and start a fire in a massive
stone fireplace. We situated
ourselves with a view of the
lake and waited for the heat
to work its way over our
way. When I looked up at
the fireplace, I squinted to
assure myself of what I was
seeing - a carved or cast head-

stone above the fire pit with a
Star & Crescent, our Greek
letters, ΑΔΦ, and our Sword
and Spear. Upon investigating this with the manager of
the property, I was treated to
an abundance of energy and
interest about our beloved
organization.   Upon touring
the property, we were delighted to find a stained glass
Star and Crescent above the
staircase in the main foyer
The story is this: the Inn at
Erlowest was originally built
in 1898 by Edward Morse
Shepard (Manhattan, 1869),
“a prominent attorney and
politician from Brooklyn” as
well as “author, humanitarian and vestryman.” Inspired
by Westerlow, the hometown
of Mr. Shepard’s parents, the

Inn is a part of “Millionaire’s
Row” in the Adirondack
Park, on Lake George. The
stone carving was originally
above the entrance to the
home. “Never having mar-

ried, when Shepard passed
on July 20, 1911, he left his beloved Erlowest to his sister,
Agnes Hewitt.” His family
remained owners until the
50’s, and the residence re-

The rear of the estate, with its grass lawn. John Tuttle, cor ‘81 Photo

{
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In the bar, they had a binder with
the history of Alpha Delt included
in it. The proprietor had done
some of her own research, but was
a sponge as to more of its history.

mained private until 1998 or
so and had been largely unoccupied for some time.
In the bar, they had a
binder with the history of Alpha Delt included in it. The
proprietor had done some of
her own research, but was a
sponge as to more of its history, the meaning of the symbols (including the sword
and spear), etc. At home, I
did some of my own research
and discovered a 1915 catalogue of the Fraternity, published by Google. Turns out,
Mr. Shepard was also the
“Chairman of the Executive
Council” from 1886-1889.
The website, picturehistory.com provides additional

color... “Edward Morse Shepard was a lawyer and political reformer in New York.
He drew up the bill that addressed principles of civil
service reform in New York
and when it passed in 1883
he was named to the Brooklyn civil service commission
(1883-85 and 1888-90). Shepard wrote ‘The Competitive
Test and the Civil Service
of States and Cities’ (1884).
(http://www.picturehistory.
com/product/id/19284#)
I guess you never know
what you might learn while
out on a Sunday drive! I
highly recommend the property (http://www.theinnaterlowest.com/) for a getaway.
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Edward Morse Shepard,
Manhattan, 1869

The side of the house, built in 1898. John Tuttle, cor ‘81 Photo

An older version of
the coat of arms sits in the
gardens of the estate. John
above

Tuttle, cor ‘81 Photo

A star and crescent along
with the class year of Bro.
Shepard. John Tuttle, cor ‘81
Left

Photo
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Mohawk Chief Brother Oronhyatekha, K’1862
10

Bob Price, Kenyon ’58

I

n [the Kenyon Chapter’s]
2010 Compendium of Astonishing Records at Kenyon,
Bro. Peter Martin, K’1862, is
briefly mentioned as a Mohawk chief, a physician and
a Supreme Chief Ranger of
the Independent Order of
Foresters. His accomplishments were so astonishing
that further amplification is
in order. Oronhyatekha, the
Indian name he preferred to
his English name of Peter
Martin, was a Canadian Mohawk Chief. After Kenyon,
he attended Oxford University, a stay arranged by the
Prince of Wales, whom he
had greatly impressed when
the Prince met Canada’s tribal chiefs during his 1860 tour
of Canada. Oronhyatekha
studied medicine at Oxford
and later obtained his degree from the University of
Toronto. He is thought to be

{

Alpha
Delta Phi at
Kenyon would
shun racial
discrimination.

}

the first Canadian Indian to
have obtained a university
degree in Canada and to have
become a physician. However, his most lasting achievement was his development
of the Independent Order
of Foresters. The Order is a
benevolent, cooperative insurance company organized
originally to provide protection to widows and orphans
which, under his leadership,
became one of the largest insurance companies in Canada.
From a Kenyon standpoint, Oronhyatekha is most
interesting because was a
member of Alpha Delta Phi
while at Kenyon. Together with Yung Kiung Yen,
K’1861, they established that
from its inception, Alpha
Delta Phi at Kenyon would
shun racial discrimination.
When Carl R. Ganter, K’1899,
a long term trustee and benefactor of Kenyon, attended
his first AD Convention in
Toronto in 1897, the sessions
were held in the Order of the
Foresters Hall, which had a
large bronze statue of Oronhyatekha at its entrance.
That was a very moving cir-

Bro. Chief Oronhyatekha or Peter Martin, K’1862
cumstance for Carl, whose
father, Rev. Richard Leo
Ganter, K’1856, a tutor at Kenyon when Oronhyatekha
arrived, had participated in
Oronhyatekha’s initiation.

Carl described his feelings
to me when he pointed out
Oronhyatekha in a picture of
the Chapter that remains on
the back wall of the Kenyon
Lodge.

Alpha Delta Phi Brother Brings the Beatles to iTunes

B

Bro. Roger Faxon, JH’70, CEO of EMI Group.

ro. Roger Faxon, JH’70,
recently made the wishes
of generations of Beatles fans
come true.
In a move that made international headlines, Bro.
Faxon, CEO of EMI Group,
brokered a much-anticipated
deal between Apple Corps,
owner of rights to the catalog of The Beatles, one of the
20th century’s most beloved
musical acts, and Apple Inc.’s
hugely successful iTunes music download service. This

marked the first time “The
Fab Four” have been available for download.
The deal was nick-named
“Bastille” because it was finalized on July 14, 2010, coinciding with the French holiday
Bastille Day.
In keeping with their history of chart-topping hits,
within 24 hours of their release, The Beatles occupied
most of the Top 10 spots on
iTunes.
-Bro. Billy Mack, CAL’06

Χαίρε - The Alpha Delta Phi Society

News From The Chapters

Bowdoin Chapter Graduate Organization
The Bowdoin Chapter Graduate Organization continues to meet at the former chapter
house, including an annual reunion and New
Years’ Eve. The next reunion will be from August 4-7. Check www.adpsbowdoin.org for
more information. The Chapter also continues
to support literary activities in Maine.
Brunonian Chapter
The Brunonian Chapter has 46 undergraduate members. The chapter’s major philanthropic event, Bizarre Bazaar, raised over $4,000 for
Providence SummerBridge. The event will
be known in the future as “A Better Lot: Auction for Opportunity.” Brunonian will host the
March 2012 Society Convention.
Columbia Chapter
The Columbia Chapter continues to enjoy
the recent house renovations. It currently has
46 undergraduate members. The chapter hosts
a Lit Night every other Thursday, where people
read works–including original works–pertaining to the night’s theme.
Granite Chapter
The Granite Chapter continues to grow and
to build its literary and philanthropic traditions.
The Chapter has partnered with two local book
stores in Portsmouth, and takes part in the
Strafford County Headstart Literary Night. The
chapter’s members also have volunteered for
community service activities.
Middletown Chapter
The Middletown Chapter now has 61 members, having initiated 31 since the last Society
Convention. The chapter hosts open music
events in the Grotto to promote music culture,
and has a joint program with Wesleyan’s poetry group. The chapter is also working to raise
money to buy books for elementary schools.
Stanford Chapter
The Stanford Chapter has 50 members. Stanford has recently hosted a successful reading of
Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night. The members
also work actively with the Stanford Project on
Hunger and trips with Habitat for Humanity.
Harvard Affiliate
The Harvard Affiliate has 16 active members and is working to enhance its literary and
philanthropic activities while formalizing the
organization’s operations. A group of local Society graduate members have also started working closely with the affiliate.
Penn Affiliate
The Penn Affiliate has 11 active members and
is building an active literary tradition, including
an event featuring professors. Penn also hosted
its first philanthropy event, benefitting the Free
Library of Philadelphia and participated in an
“Adopt-a-Solider” program.
Vermont Affiliate
The Vermont Affiliate held its first initiation
in December, shortly after becoming University
of Vermont’s first co-ed Greek organization recognized by the Office of Greek Life. The affiliate
is working with its advisor to develop a literary
program and on planning to increase the affiliate’s size.
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Stanford Hosts the 11 Society Convention
th

T

he Alpha Delta Phi Society held its
11th Convention and Leadership
Training Conference in Palo Alto, CA, on
March 18-19.
The first Convention hosted by the
Stanford Chapter since 1964 featured
Board of Governors meetings, business
sessions, literary events, leadership
training breakout sessions, and social activities.
Notably, nearly 150 people attended
the traditional Saturday night Convention
Awards Banquet in a packed room at the
Sheraton Palo Alto, making it the largest
such event in the Society’s history.
Delegates and members in attendance
focused on revising the Society’s budget
to account for our increased expansion
activities and affiliate support efforts,
with the Society now featuring six chapters and three affiliates. Society members
also created a new 1992 Club level for sustaining monthly donations to help with
the affiliate support campaign.
One of the weekend’s highlights was
a presentation by Rhymes With Orange
author and cartoonist Hilary Price, Stanford 1991. In addition to describing how
she ended up authoring a daily comic
strip, Price noted the importance of arts
education and helped all Convention attendees create an illustration.
During the Saturday night banquet,
the Society honored all of the Society and
Fraternity honorees from the 2010 Samuel Eells Literary and Education Foundation Literary Competition and Seward
Scholarship program.
The Society also announced the latest
inductees in the Society Order of the Star
Alpha Delta Phi Society
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The 2010 Society Order of the Sword and
Spear Honoree: Haley Knapp, Stanford 2011
and Crescent, the highest distinction the
Society can grant to a graduate member.
Honored this year were key leaders who
helped keep the Stanford Chapter alive
and active in the Society to allow for its
current success (with 50 active members).
Honored for their work with a speech by
David Ehrlich, Stanford 1985, (the Society’s first Treasurer) were Greg Smith,
Stanford 1990, Joel Parker, Stanford 1991,
and Christina Van Aken, Stanford 1995.
The Awards Banquet ended on a high
note with the presentation of the 2010
Award of the Society Order of the Sword
and Spear, the highest honor we can bestow on an undergraduate. Each chapter and affiliate can nominate one of its
members for the honor, which is selected
by a committee including representatives
from each chapter. This year’s honor
went to Haley Knapp, Stanford, 2011, the
member who helped lead the Stanford
Chapter from less than five members to
today’s 50, served as a Student Governor,
and has held a variety of other offices
with distinction.
Board of Governors
Craig Cheslog, Bowdoin ‘93
Thomas Clark, Bowdoin ‘99
David Clodfelter, Bowdoin ‘89
Spencer Ewall, Middletown ‘12
Zanne Gerrard, Middletown ‘94
Tom Giordano, Columbia ‘86
KJ Iribe, Middletown ‘04
Kim Jarry, Granite ‘13
Joan Matelli, Middletown ‘92
Amanda McManus, Granite ‘12
Vihang Mehta, Brunonian ‘12
A. Paul Neshamkin, Columbia ‘63
Kristen Soule, Brunonian ‘99
Leah Stern, Middletown ‘06
Christina Van Aken, Stanford ‘95
Chad Wolfsheimer, Brunonian ‘00

This page is published pursuant to the negotiated agreement which resulted in the separation of the Alpha Delta Phi Society from
the Alpha Delta Phi Fraternity in 1992.This page is published for all Alpha Delts because of the historic ties which continue to bind
our two organizations together.The proportional cost of publishing and mailing this page has been paid for by the Society.
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A Message from AΔΦ President Bro. Steve Starnes
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Stephen Starnes,
Hamilton ‘80
Dear Brothers,
While traveling recently, I found myself reading Edmund Morris’s series on
Brother Theodore Roosevelt, Harvard
1880. Brother Roosevelt entered the early
years of the 20th Century as a man who
had already achieved the highest levels of
government and international acclaim. His
laser-like perceptive understanding of the
basic issues for any problem put him in an
unique position as both a man who represented the new world view of global equity
and yet one who understood the old world
concept of order. With such a perspective
in mind, it struck me how our Fraternity
possesses the depth of alumni to handle
almost any problem the world can toss our
way.
This year has brought to the foreground
an issue that has sat on the back-burner for
nearly two decades: Fraternity-Society relations. The Alpha Delta Phi Society was
formed by four chapters that chose to admit women in conjunction with the adoption of the Fraternity-Society Agreement
of 1992. This agreement calmed what was
a decades-long emotional issue for both
parties, but it did not (nor was intended to)
extinguish the potential for future cooperation … or conflict.
Like the Fraternity, the Society has
made expansion a priority; it has added
4 new chapters and affiliates. In all but
one case, the Society was automatically
granted the option to use the name “Alpha
Delta Phi” based upon the provisions in
the Agreement. However, when an affiliate was formed at the University of Pennsylvania, the Society needed to request a
waiver from the Fraternity in order to use
our common name.
1

Last year, for the first time, the Fraternity had to decide whether to grant such
a waiver. Going into the Convention last
August, the Board of Governors believed
that a 2/3 vote of convention delegates was
required to grant the waiver. The vote to do
so was one shy of this benchmark. However, shortly after the Convention adjourned,
the super-majority requirement came into
question. Our legal advisors, after a thorough review of the documents guiding
this process, confirmed that passage of the
motion required only a simple majority.
Shortly after our Board of Governors meeting this February, I formally notified the
Society that the waiver had been granted.
We are profoundly sorry for the error and
confusion this may have caused some convention delegates.
This experience has provided your
Board of Governors with the opportunity
to reexamine the Fraternity-Society relationship and the possible ramifications of
changing it. I believe the Fraternity should
consider the tangible benefits – and risks
– of a more productive and synergistic relationship with the Society, achieved in a
manner that enables each organization to
maintain critical aspects of autonomy as it
relates to membership.
In the 1830’s, the world, and certainly
the newly emerging United States of America, was a male denominated society. The
Alpha Delta Phi was established with a
premise that the education and encouragement of the whole “man” was important.
At the time, the definition of a man did not
include people of color, members of different non-Christian faiths and those of the
then termed “gentler sex” because members of these groups were, at best, a rarity
in the colleges.
The world is different today. Brother
Roosevelt can be our yardstick as we bridge
the challenges this new century presents.
One wonders if Samuel Eells would include the whole of society if colleges were
not exclusive in his time. It is that whole
that strengthens the individuals within.
The conversation 20-30 years ago centered on the question of whether chapters
in the Fraternity could be co-ed. As a con-

Morris, Edmund, Colonel Roosevelt, 2010, Random House, New York, p. 54.

sequence of the decisions made then, there
is now a coordinate piece of our Fraternity
with that identity. I suggest we consider
whether the current paradigm is still the
best for our organization, or if it is possible
to construct something better. The challenge will be to maintain the single-sex
identity of the Fraternity, the co-educational identity of the Society AND benefit morally, socially and intellectually from our
common history, traditions, and values.
At the Board level, the Fraternity and
Society have agreed to establish working
committees to flesh out this arrangement.
Additional discussion of this matter in the
coming months amongst alumni, undergraduates, and Governors is inevitable and
appropriate. We hope any discussion or
debate on this shared existence is civil, rational, and in the spirit of Samuel Eells and
the Covenant.
Remember Teddy Roosevelt’s admonition of the Kaiser: “I said to the Emperor
that it seemed to me that a war between
England and Germany would be an unspeakable calamity. He answered eagerly that he quite agreed with me...‘I was
brought up in England.’” 1
Alpha Delta Phi is your Fraternity and
we would like to hear from you on this or
any other item you believe of merit. Please
take a few minutes and send me a note with
your opinion; ideally it will be accompanied
by your donation so that while we consider
what might be, we can continue to provide
the operational support services that your
chapter needs now. Your tax-deductable
contribution will fund valuable programs
such as the Chapter Service Consultants
and the Samuel Eells Literary and Educational Foundation (SELEF), as well as help
us keep in touch with our Alumni via outreach mechanisms such as Xaipe and our
fundraising program. We continue to need
your help and I urge you to give generously
so that future generations can experience
the value of The Alpha Delta Phi.
Fraternally,
Stephen Starnes, HAM’80
President, The Alpha Delta Phi

